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The Skousen House is located at 300 South Cooper Road in Chandler, Arizona.  The 
house is to be evaluated as a potentially eligible historic structure that may undergo 
rehabilitation/preservation for use providing educational opportunities and interpretation 
of Chandler’s historic agricultural past.  This project is to provide a baseline document 
that will be used by the City of Chandler for evaluating planning options and 
rehabilitation work, building use and functions, and interpretive programming.  For 
purposes of documentation, this work will be performed in accordance with the Secretary 
of Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation and the National Historic Preservation 
Act of 1966, as amended.  Although the final report does not use National Register forms, 
the documentation provided is compatible in content. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
The general scope of this project is document the history and architecture of the Skousen 
House located at 300 South Cooper Road and offer information that will be used for City 
of Chandler planning decisions.  The report will provide a brief history of the Skousen 
family connected to the house and a historic context narrative related to the time period 
of the house and its location.  Additionally, the report documents the contextual 
relationship between persons connected with the house and significant events or trends in 
local, state or national history (e.g. the development of agriculture in the east valley).   
 
The report also provides a classification of the architectural features and description of 
significant physical attributes of the house (including additions and modifications to the 
house), and a description of the existing conditions of the building via narrative, 
photographs, and other materials.  Since the property may be adaptively reused, this 
report suggests appropriate treatments for stabilization, preservation, and rehabilitation of 
the structure and special areas of consideration given the potential change in use from 
residential dwelling to public use.  Note: A full structural engineering report is not part of 
the scope; however, the report provides an assessment of the impact of the proposed use 
on the integrity of the structure.  Finally, the report evaluates the potential eligibility of 
listing the property on the National Register of Historic Places ion.  These evaluations are 
made in accordance with the criteria for the National Register of Historic Places, the 
National Register Bulletins entitled “How to Apply the National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation” and “Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Properties” 
and the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (1995). 
 
ARCHIVAL RESEARCH 
Archival research for this project included research at the Chandler Museum, Chandler 
Public Library, Chandler Office of Public History, and Maricopa County Office of the 
County Assessor, and the Maricopa County Recorder’s Office.  A bibliography of 
sources is provided under its own heading. 
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INTERVIEWS 
Research for the historic context narrative includes the use of oral history interviews and 
informal conversations with persons associated with the property.  Interviews were 
conducted with Judy Skousen, Emma J. Skousen Anderson, Tamarra Ford (Emma's 
daughter) and sisters: Kliena Skousen and Sue Skousen. 
 
FIELD SURVEY 
The initial site visit of the house was conducted on May16, 2005.  A second, more 
thorough field survey was conducted on December 16, 2005.  During these site visits, 
photographs were taken, measurements were recorded and the building’s physical 
condition was noted.  These field inspections are the foundation for the content of this 
report. 
 
LOCATION OF PROPERTY 
The location of the Skousen House is at 300 South Cooper Road in Chandler, Arizona.   

Township 1S, Range 5E, Section 35 
TH POR SE4 SEC 35 DAF COM AT E4 COR SD SEC 35 TH 
S 100.87F TH W 65F TO POB TH S 155.01F TH W 
205.02F TH N 155.01F TH E 205.02F TO POB 
Parcel #: 303-02-025-T 

 
The residence lot is approximately 31,780 square feet (205 feet by 155 feet) or 0.71788 
acres.  In June 2004, the structure and residential parcel was conveyed to the City of 
Chandler by the Skousen family via deed# 040677899.   
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Aerial detail 300 South Cooper Road 
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The Skousen family of Chandler, Arizona has been a part of the city’s history for nearly 
as long as that community has been in existence.  James Skousen moved his large family 
to the Salt River Valley in the late 1910s – one of his sons, Klein Kimball (known as “K. 
K.”), went on to establish a large dairy operation and farm at his home at 300 S. Cooper 
Road in Chandler.  In addition to running a farm and dairy, K.K and his wife, Elizabeth, 
raised eleven children.  Their farmstead home, which is the focus of this study, evolved 
from a small, five room structure to a large vernacular Ranch style home by the 1960s – 
expanding no less than three times to meet the needs of a growing family.  The family’s 
history is rooted deeply in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (the 
“Mormons”), including the unique history of the settlements of northern Mexico that 
were established in the late 1800s.  Known as Colonias, these communities in Chihuahua, 
Mexico served as a refuge for Mormons escaping prosecution under the Morrill Anti-
Bigamy Act.  Although K. K. was still a young boy when his family fled Mexico in the 
mid-1910s to escape the tumultuous events of the Mexican Revolution, there is no doubt 
that the years in Mexico had a great impact on his family and their sense of religious 
faith.  K. K. and Elizabeth were active members of the Mormon community in Chandler 
up until the time of their deaths.  In many ways, the lives of the Skousen family that lived 
at 300 S. Cooper Road mirrors the development of Chandler and its Mormon community, 
from a small, rural farm town to a large, ever-expanding desert city.  Their peculiar little 
house, with its many additions and modifications, reflects the often haphazard, yet steady, 
growth of the early years of Chandler. 
 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF CHANDLER 
 
By the time K. K. and Elizabeth Skousen stepped over the threshold of their new home in 
1937, the town of Chandler, Arizona had existed for well over two decades.  In fact, the 
basis for what was to become Chandler went back to the early 1890s, and was largely due 
to the efforts of Dr. Alexander J. Chandler.  Dr. Chandler came to the Arizona Territory 
in the late 1880s to serve as the territorial veterinarian, but quickly became interested in 
acquiring and developing desert land for agriculture and an adequate irrigation system to 
support it.  Chandler’s focus was on the region southeast of the Salt River Valley in 
Arizona – better know today as the East Valley, comprising areas of Mesa, Chandler, and 
Gilbert.  He established himself in the area of Mesa City, a small Mormon farm 
community at the east end of the valley, but his sights soon turned to vast, undeveloped 
acreage between Mesa and the Gila River Indian Community to the south.  First and 
foremost, Dr. Chandler needed to get water to the area.  The old Mesa canal, built in 1878 
and the largest canal nearby, did not extend far enough south.  The Utah Extension Canal 
that crept up to the mesa top near what is now Alma School Road in the mid-1880s, now 
reached far south and west of Mesa City but did not offer the size nor water rights needed 
to create the large-scale agricultural operations that Chandler envisioned.  What was 
needed was a new, main canal that would extend far south of Mesa to irrigate the many 
thousands of acres that Chandler planned for his new farm and ranching operation. 
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In the fall of 1890, Dr. Chandler approached the Mesa Canal Company with an ambitious 
plan.  He guaranteed major benefits and cost reductions if the shareholders of the Mesa 
Canal would turn over management of their irrigation line to him.  Annual rates for the 
canal company’s shareholders would drop by over two-thirds, from $30 to less than $9.  
Chandler would also pay for the expense of improving and expanding the size of the 
Mesa Canal from 7,000 miner’s inches to 10,000 miner’s inches (and with the potential 
for a maximum capacity four times greater!)1.  Finally, Mesa Canal shareholders received 
a guarantee that they would get their water before anyone else along the line.  Although 
there may have been some suspicion as to the good doctor’s motives – after all, Chandler 
always had his own best interests in mind – the deal proved too sweet for the 
shareholders to pass up.  For over a decade, Mesa farmers had to vigilant about fixing 
breaks in their canal or dealing with the numerous other problems that their long, fragile 
main canal presented.  Numerous floods, rainstorms, and other nuisances seemed to 
conspire to batter the canal year after year – the Mesa Canal was truly a high-
maintenance project.  With a two-thirds majority of shareholders in favor of the deal, the 
Mesa Canal Company entered into an agreement with Dr. Chandler in January of 1891 to 
turnover management their canal.  As if to punctuate the decision, just over a month later 
the massive Flood of 1891 broke the wall of the Mesa Canal and inundated the small 
town of Lehi, Mesa’s older neighbor to the north.2 
 
With little delay, Chandler went to work.  He purchased two dredges to begin the work of 
expanding the Mesa Canal and digging a new canal that would supply water to his large 
desert acreage south of Mesa.  Dr. Chandler named his enterprise the Consolidated Canal 
Company – the name given to the canal that would supply irrigation water to the town of 
Chandler two decades later.  (K. K. and Elizabeth Skousen’s homestead at 300 S. Cooper 
Road lies along the east edge of the Consolidated Canal, about halfway between Chandler 
Boulevard and Pecos Road on Cooper.)  Chandler’s plan for the improved canal system 
was ambitious and proved remarkably visionary for the future of the Salt River Valley 
system overall.  The Consolidated Canal Company would turn the Mesa Canal into the 
main feeder canal for the entire Southside canal system (Southside meaning south of the 
Salt River versus the canal system that developed North of the River.)  Chandler 
facilitated the new system with a three-way diversion point that would split between the 
Tempe Canal, the Mesa Canal, and Chandler’s new Consolidated Canal (this diversion 
point lies northwest of the modern intersection of Brown Road and Horne Road in Mesa).  
Known as the Tempe Cross-cut Canal, the westernmost canal would supply the old 
irrigation network established in Tempe in the 1870s.  The Mesa Canal extended roughly 
southwest from the diversion point, basically unaltered from its original channel.  The 
Consolidated Canal branched out to the east, gradually turning south and finally ending 

                                                 
1 A miner’s inch is an old unit of measure now replaced by a second-foot (one second-foot is measured as a 
cubic foot of water flowing past a given point in a second of time).  One second-foot equals forty of the old 
miner’s inches as measured in Arizona.  Information from: Robert Conway Stevens, “A History of 
Chandler, Arizona, 1912-1953,” University of Arizona Bulletin Series Vol. XXV, No. 4, Social Science 
Bulletin No.25 (October 1954), 37 (Footnote 77). 
2 Jared Smith, Making Water Flow Uphill: The History of Agriculture in Mesa, Arizona (Mesa, AZ: Mesa 
Historical Society, 2004), 93-94. 
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up at the Gila River Indian Community.  By 1899, the Consolidated stretched fifteen 
miles south from the diversion gates north of Mesa.3 
 
At the same time that Chandler’s Consolidated Canal Company was revamping the 
Southside canal system, the doctor was amassing an enormous amount of acreage in the 
desert between Mesa City and the Gila River Community.  From 1893 to 1907, he 
acquired over 18,000 acres, most of which lay within the future Chandler district.  In 
1904, Chandler created the Mesa Improvement Company to manage the development of 
this vast acreage into farm and ranch lands.  In December of that year, Chandler sold 
most, if not all of his desert acreage to the Improvement Company.  Better known as 
Chandler Ranch, this vast acreage was destined to become the community of Chandler in 
less than a decade.4   
 
Dr. Chandler intended to develop Chandler Ranch into an agricultural and ranching 
operation.  As landowner and later majority shareholder in the Mesa Improvement 
Company, he oversaw the planting of alfalfa and various grain crops on the ranch and the 
maintenance of thousands of head of livestock, primarily cattle and sheep.  Chandler 
showed great willingness to innovate, planting such crops as canaigre and long-
staplecotton in the late 1890s and early 1900s.5  Perhaps Chandler’s best known foray 
into unconventional farming was his herd of ostriches.  Raised for their feathers, which 
were used for fashionable lady’s hats around the turn-of-the-century and early 1900s, 
ostriches were conspicuous at a number of ranches around the Salt River Valley during 
this period.  With the exception of cotton, these experimental crops and livestock did not 
prove to be nearly as important for the farm economy and future growth of the town of 
Chandler as were alfalfa, grains, and more-or-less conventional livestock, such as cattle, 
sheep, and horses.  While not notable yet on Chandler Ranch, the groundwork for the 
dairy industry was being established by the cultivation of alfalfa and other feed crops that 
would sustain these animals for many years in the Chandler district. 
 
Chandler faced a number of hurdles in his efforts to create his massive oasis south of 
Mesa and Tempe.  A block of Tempe shareholders opposed Chandler’s re-route of their 
water supply from the mouth of the Tempe Canal to the new Cross-cut Canal – they took 
him to court but the case was eventually settled in Chandler’s favor.  As a result of a 
number of legal and other decisions, the maximum amount of land that an individual 
landowner could irrigate was set at 160 acres.  This 160 acre limit specifically referred to 
land that fell within the Salt River Project Area (the Salt River Project will be discussed 
in more detail later on in this Chandler history section).6   

                                                 
3 Scott Soliday, Chandler: Pioneer City of the New West (Chandler, Arizona: Chandler Historical Society, 
1997), 16.  See also Shawn L England, Historic American Engineering Record: Consolidated Canal.  
(Phoenix, AZ: Salt River Project Archives, date unknown).  Note the document does not have an HAER 
record number, nor is it on file at Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering 
Record Collections, Library of Congress, so the document must be considered a draft available from the 
Salt River Project Archives. 
4 Stevens, 23. 
5 Smith, 134; Stevens, 33.  Canaigre, a plant found useful for tanning leather, was an experimental crop 
planted by a number of growers, including Chandler, in the 1890s and early 1900s.   
6 Stevens, 20-22, 24.   
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1915 U.S. Geological Survey topographic map 
Mesa Historical Museum Collection 
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However, if a farmer could tap into underground water sources outside the purview of the 
Salt River Project (as defined by the Kent Decree of 1910), he could potentially reclaim 
and irrigate a large amount of land well beyond 160 acres.  Toward that end, Dr. 
Chandler experimented with a powerful pump system on his ranch in 1901.  Under the 
auspices of the Consolidated Canal Company, he installed a fifty horsepower electric 
pump at Chandler Ranch that could pump 4.25 cubic feet of water per second from a 
three well system.  That year, 320 acres of alfalfa and wheat crops received irrigation 
from the new pump, although the system was apparently capable of watering up to 640 
acres (an entire section of land).  The main limiting factor for Chandler’s pumping 
system was the uncertain supply of electricity – power was received from a power station 
northwest of Mesa City on the Tempe Cross-cut Canal.  In time of drought, power was 
often cut off because there was insufficient water flow to power the turbines.  The same 
year, 1901, S. J. Murphy installed a similar pump and well system on the Murphy-
McQueen Ranch south of Mesa not far from Chandler Ranch.  Murphy’s pump was 
steam powered and not dependant on electricity.  Indeed, it may have seemed as though 
the current drought and legal restrictions would conspire to thwart Chandler’s efforts to 
open up the huge agricultural district he had strived so hard to create.7 
 
Finally, relief was about to come for farmers all over the Salt River Valley.  In June 1902, 
the United States Reclamation Act was signed into law.  The act allowed for federal 
projects that would build regional irrigation works, as long as the beneficiaries of that 
construction paid back the projects costs over time.  Early the following year, the 
Secretary of the Interior gave the go-ahead for the proposed Salt River Project, which 
would ultimately be paid for by a representative organization known as the Salt River 
Valley Water User’s Association.  This project led to the construction of the water 
storage system centered on Roosevelt Dam – the key reservoir for the Valley’s future 
water supply.  The Salt River Valley Water User’s Association was made up of all Valley 
farmers eligible for water rights under the provisions of the Salt River Project and defined 
by decrees, like the Kent Decree of 1910.  Like before, individual water users were 
eligible for enough irrigation water to sustain 160 acres of crop land.  Further, priority 
water rights were given to farmers who had first irrigated the land and sustained that use 
over time (and to the best of their ability considering the drought period from the late 
1890s to early 1900s).  All of this meant that while Dr. Chandler, like other farmers, 
would have the right to some of the water provided by the new Salt River Project, he 
owned far more land than he had the ability to irrigate and much of the land in the 
Chandler district did not have priority water rights.  If Chandler meant to fulfill his 
Chandler Ranch dream of a lush agricultural district, he would have to break it up into 
individual lots owned by others, or install more pumps, or rely on any excess water left 
over from the Salt River Project allotments.8 
 

                                                 
7 W. H. Code, “Irrigation Investigations in the Salt River Valley,” United States Department of Agriculture, 
Office of Experimental Stations Bulletin No. 119 (1901), 65-72. 
8 Stevens, 19-22.  Refer to the Kibbey Decree (1902) and the Kent Decree (1910) for more specific 
information on water rights in the Salt River Valley and within the Salt River Project particularly. 
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The culmination of the circumstances led to May 17, 1912 – the day that the community 
of Chandler was officially created.  That day, Dr. Chandler and officials of the Mesa 
Improvement Company set up a headquarters near the center of what would become 
downtown Chandler.  They were prepared to sell land and give tours of the proposed 
townsite to interested visitors.  By the end of the day, over $50,000 in lots had been sold, 
including residential and commercial properties.  Prospective buyers, many of them 
locals from around the Valley, were excited to take tours of Chandler Ranch and see for 
themselves the improvements already made – such as irrigation systems – and the success 
of alfalfa and other crops on the property.  From the ground up, this was a planned 
community.  Visitors could see how the town had been laid out, including a central park, 
business district, and the beginnings of a resort hotel that was destined to become 
internationally known – the San Marcos Hotel.  Despite the frenzy of buying that 
occurred that day, the Mesa Improvement Company had been selling off land from 
Chandler Ranch at a hurried pace since at least September 1911 – in fact, an average of 
forty-four land sales per month were recorded between that September and May 1912.  
What had really kicked off the sales of Chandler Ranch parcels was the completion of 
Roosevelt Dam and the realization that the Salt River Valley was now practically assured 
a steady supply of water (complimented of course by ground water when and where 
available).  The new town of Chandler was destined to be an important player in the 
agricultural economy of the region – indeed, most of its new residents were or would be 
farmers.9 
 
Long before the town was created, it was clear that agriculture would form the basis of 
the Chandler district’s economy.  In turn, alfalfa was at the core of local farming.  With a 
reliable supply of water behind Roosevelt Dam, alfalfa did very well in the soil around 
Chandler.  In fact, alfalfa helped to provide certain nutrients to the soil that improved 
conditions for other crops, like cotton.  Once cotton demand skyrocketed during World 
War I, these crops were alternately grown on the same land in order to sustain this 
reciprocating relationship between soil use and replenishment.  It was reported that 
Chandler area farmers commonly harvested five or more crops of alfalfa per year.  At the 
1912 price of $12.50 to $14.00 per ton of “stacked” alfalfa, even a farm of relatively 
modest acreage could make up to several thousand dollars annually from that one crop 
alone.  Other crops included corn, barley, and various other grains, sugar beets, sugar 
cane, cantaloupes, and a variety of fruit.  Cantaloupes were an important speculative crop 
in the region that had been popular since introduced to area farmers at the turn of the 
century.  Dr. Chandler himself had a great deal of success growing cantaloupes.  
Livestock made up a significant portion of the farm economy, including cattle, milk 
cows, sheep, and draft animals, like horses and mules.10   
 
Coincidently, the rise of long-staple cotton production began just as the town of Chandler 
was established.  With origins in Egypt, the long-staple strain was bred for improvement 
at experimental government farms around the state, particularly in Yuma and at Sacaton 
on the Gila River Reservation.  Local farmers began growing what was known as Yuma 

                                                 
9 Stevens, 25-27.  Even before late 1911, scattered homesteads, farms, and ranches were established in the 
area that later became Chandler, including the Skousen property that is the focus of this report. 
10 Ibid, 32-33. 
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Long-staple within the first year of Chandler’s existence.  To support local farmers, the 
Chamber of Commerce and the Chandler Egyptian Cotton Growers’ Association helped 
to build a ginning mill in town that was in place in the time for the fall harvest of 1913.  
By 1916, the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company moved into the area, leasing 8,000 
acres five miles south of Chandler.  Under a subsidiary named Southwest Cotton, 
Goodyear became an active cotton producer in the region, as well as buying as much 
cotton as it could from other local farmers.  The Goodyear Company was motivated by 
the need to purchase long-staple cotton for its tire production – a key ingredient for 
providing extra strength for modern pneumatic tires.  As the decade wore on, two more 
gins were built in Chandler to meet the growing needs of farmers, including one built by 
the Southwest Cotton Company.11   
 

Chandler Ranch Lands Map 
Chandler Office of Public History 

 
A key agricultural industry and one with close ties to the fortunes of alfalfa and cotton 
was dairy farming.  As alfalfa production increased after the completion of Roosevelt 
Dam, so increased the size of dairy herds in the Valley.  The 1910 United States Census 
reported 12,660 dairy cattle in Maricopa County overall.  Just six years later, the United 
States Reclamation service reported a total of 48,628 of these animals on Salt River 
Project lands alone.12  In a March 1918 bulletin from the United States Department of 
Agriculture, market investigator J. H. Collins stated clearly, “Some interesting changes 
have occurred during the five years ending in 1917.  During this period there was a very 
rough and unsystematic rearrangement of agricultural activities.  Dairying gradually has 
been coming into its own as one of the primary sources of farm wealth in the Salt River 
Valley.  This gradual growth of the dairy industry appears to have been merely a healthy 
development of a profitable industry.”13  
 
The growth of dairying in Chandler mirrored Collins’ conclusion and his optimistic tone.  
As early as April 1913, the Chandler Arizonan reported that there were 500 dairy cows in 

                                                 
11 Stevens, 33-34. 
12 J. H. Collins, “A Study of Marketing Conditions in the Salt River Valley, Arizona,” University of 
Arizona, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 85 (March 1, 1918): 25-26. 
13 Ibid, 16. 
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that district.14  In March of the same year, G. H. Sturgeon, credited as a local pioneer 
dairyman, commented that Chandler was in need of its own creamery, much like the new 
gin built for cotton producers.15  William and Blanche Lembke are credited with the 
introduction of the first electric milking machine to the Chandler area.  As of April 1913, 
the machine was capable of milking four cows at once, and Mr. Lemke was looking 
forward to increasing the machines’ capacity to eight animals in the near future.16  In 
addition to growing rapidly, Chandler’s dairy industry appeared progressive and 
innovative from the start. 
 
In conjunction with alfalfa production, dairy farming proved to be an extremely stable 
industry.  Most Chandler area dairies were relatively small operations characterized by 
growing alfalfa to feed one’s own heard and producing milk for sale to both neighbors 
and area creameries, as well as for home consumption.  Excess milk was sold to regional 
creameries, such as the Tempe Creamery and those in Mesa because no large-scale 
creameries were established in Chandler in its early years despite the demand.  Such 
trends were typical of the Chandler dairy industry for decades.17   
 
Chandler area farmers sold large quantities of their milk production to regional 
creameries in Tempe, Mesa, and even as far away as Tucson (the Shamrock Dairy).  The 
Tempe Creamery proved particularly popular with Chandler dairymen for many years – 
including K. K. Skousen.  Located on 8th Street, just west of McClintock Road, the 
creamery started out as an ice factory in 1892.  Before long the plant began producing 
cheese and cream and operations as a dairy began in earnest by the mid-1890s.  After it 
was sold in 1906, the plant was renamed the Pacific Creamery.  By 1910, fifty employees 
worked at the creamery.  The plant changed hands several times in the next two decades.  
Borden bought the creamery in 1927 and operated the facility until 1953.18   
 
Unfortunately, a short term fixation on long-staple cotton as the 1910s wore on 
threatened to undermine the stability of agriculture throughout the Salt River Valley.  
With rare exceptions, the price of long-staple cotton rose every year after 1913 – so much 
so that by the end of the decade, 180,000 acres of the Valley were covered in the fluffy, 
white-crowned stalks.  The fervor over the new Pima cotton – which had largely replaced 
the Yuma variety by 1919 – was practically unquestioned and many growers seemed 
unwilling to believe that the fortunes of long-staple cotton would come to an end.  Even 
so, some thoughtful observers viewed with great alarm the increasing tendency of local 
farmers to sell off their valuable dairy cows in order to sink more capital into cotton 
farming.  From a high of 45,000 animals in 1919, the population of dairy cows dropped 
to 26,000 by 1920.  The rapid sale of these animals threatened to destabilize one of the 
most certain and consistent income sources for local farmers.  The Cotton Crash of 1920-
                                                 
14 Chandler Arizonan, April 4, 1913. 
15 Chandler Arizonan, March 21, 1913. 
16 Chandler Arizonan, April 4 & 25, 1913. 
17 Melanie Hartmann, “A History of Dairying in Chandler: 1900-2005,” Paper prepared for an internship 
with the Chandler Office of Public History for program Director Jean Reynolds (January 24, 2006): 2-3, 9, 
16.  Hartmann notes a post World War II trend of larger dairies but fewer in number. 
18 Hartmann, 3.  The old creamery building has been rehabilitated and now serves as the Four Peaks 
Brewing Company and Restaurant. 
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1921 was the end result of this over-reliance on cotton and it hurt the dairy industry along 
with the rest of the farming economy in the region for much of the next decade.  By the 
time dairy farming got back on track, the Great Depression had begun.19 
 
The Depression years brought hard times for Chandler dairymen, much like the rest of 
their neighbors and countrymen suffered through the massive economic downturn.  
According to one historian writing about Chandler, the agricultural economy of the entire 
country was in “a state of near collapse.”20  Prices for all key crops were down, including 
long and short-staple cotton and alfalfa.  Chandler banks reflected the towns sagging 
fortunes during the period.  The two local banks joined to form one institution, which in 
turn was bought by the Arizona Bank.  That bank then collapsed and Chandler was 
without a bank of its own between June 1932 and June 1936.21  It was not until the latter 
half of the decade that Chandler’s economy, particularly agriculture, began to find its legs 
again.  A variety of President Roosevelt’s New Deal programs, state assistance, 
community efforts, and some old-fashioned “belt tightening” helped Chandler and its 
farmers weather the depression.  By 1937, a variety of construction projects, including 
the Western Cotton Products Company’s new $40,000 gin and the $50,000 Pecos Valley 
Alfalfa Mill (which replaced a mill destroyed by fire), were tangible evidence of a 
resurging local economy.22  While Chandler farmers by no means thrived during the 
depression years, most managed to break even by relying on diversified farming – 
meaning that no one crop took center stage such as happened during the years leading up 
to the Cotton Crash of 1920-21.  “Cotton fever” occasionally did set in during the 1920s 
and 1930s when some farmers believed the heady rise of cotton of the 1910s was about to 
return.  Yet it was a diversified agricultural economy, where the dairy industry served as 
a cornerstone that guaranteed a little income when times were hard.23 
 
It was in the slowly improving agricultural economy of Chandler that families like the 
Skousens embarked into farming – K. K. and Elizabeth Skousen purchased their 
farmstead at 300 S. Cooper Road in 1937.  Shortly thereafter, K. K. made a modest start 
to his dairy career with twelve cows in the area of Cooper and Pecos Roads.24  In 
addition, K. K. and his family grew such crops as alfalfa, cotton, watermelon, corn, and 
flax.  While his efforts in the dairy business did not really take off until the mid-1940s, 
his venture into the industry was typical of many local farmers – start out with a small 
number of animals and build from there while planting alfalfa and other crops to feed his 
own livestock.  According to his eldest daughter, Kliena, K. K. really began the dairy in 
earnest after he returned with his family from a brief sojourn in Blythe, California in 
1943 – K. K. would focus his attention on the industry “because dairying was more 
stable, so to say, than crops.”25  Of course, K. K. was not alone in this belief – many other 

                                                 
19 Smith, 176, 193, 219; Hartmann, 12. 
20 Stevens, 65. 
21 Ibid, 66. 
22 Ibid, 68-72. 
23 Smith, 271-272. 
24 Hartmann, 15. 
25 Roundtable interview with Kliena Skousen, Sue Skousen, Judy Skousen, Emma J. Skousen Anderson, 
and Tamarra Ford (Emma's daughter), November 24, 2005; conducted for this project.  On file with the 
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Chandler farmers felt the same way.  The vibrant economy created by the national effort 
to win World War II helped to confirm this belief – the war years were especially good to 
dairy farmers, who found a practically insatiable market for their goods.  Construction of 
new military installations in Arizona, the influx of the personnel to staff and train at those 
facilities, as well as the burgeoning defense industry all contributed to a tremendous 
increase in demand for all sorts of agricultural goods.  The construction and population 
boom that followed the war years helped to insure a large, ready market for dairy 
products for decades to follow.26   
 
By the time Dr. A. J. Chandler passed away in May of 1950, the town he founded in 1912 
was a well established, vibrant farming community with great potential for future growth.  
Although still relatively small – with a population in 1950 of 3,799 residents – the city of 
Chandler had a solid economic base and thousands of acres of well developed farmland.  
The war years had provided the last boost needed to push the town out of the financial 
doldrums of the Great Depression.  With increased demand for its agricultural products, 
spurred by a revolution in mechanization of farming, Chandler’s farmers grew-out their 
farms as never before.  Dairies turned increasingly to the use of milking machines over 
hand-milking.  Instead of buckets and large cans, milk would flow out of the teats of 
cows and into pipelines that in turn fed into massive storage tanks, where the milk 
awaited the arrival of a tanker truck to be whisked away to Shamrock Dairy or some 
other large-scale distributor.  Rather than the traditional flat stanchion barns, cows would 
be milked in elevated milking parlors that coexisted with pipes and big milk tanks.  Some 
Chandler dairymen, like Frands Thude, made the transition to mechanization early.  
Others, like K. K. Skousen, would use a mixture of technologies and methods on their 
farms that combined both old and new techniques for dairy operations.  For farmers like 
Skousen, much of the reason for how things were done was based on simple economics 
and pure necessity – most of the work on his farm was done by family members.  With a 
lot of hard work over the years, Skousen’s dairy grew to as many as 500 cows at the 
height of operation.  By the 1960s, giant dairying enterprises like Dugans and Hamstras 
would work with 1,000 cows or more.  The small dairy was on its way out – big dairies 
were the trend of the future.  Eventually however, the pressures of increased residential 
development and rapid population increase would start pushing even these big dairies out 
of Chandler.  As time passes, Chandler looks less and less like an agricultural district and 
more and more like a massive desert city.  Without the pioneers and early farmers, 
Chandler’s vitality, economic and otherwise, would not be what it would become in the 
latter half of the twentieth century.27         
 

                                                                                                                                                 
Chandler Office of Public History; hereafter: Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 
2005. 
26 Hartmann, 14-16. 
27 Stevens, 86, 87, 96; Hartmann, 16-18. 
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SKOUSEN FAMILY HISTORY – BEFORE MOVING TO CHANDLER 
 
The Skousen family has held membership in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints (LDS) for many generations, beginning with the Skousen and Mortensen families 
in Denmark.28  Like many other Mormon families of the nineteenth century, some of the 
Skousen men had more than one wife – a practice with deep roots in the church’s history.  
Joseph Smith founded the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in 1830.  After 
experiencing prejudice and violence from non-Mormons in Missouri and Illinois, Smith 
and another LDS leader were killed on June 27, 1844.  To escape persecution, Smith’s 
successor, Brigham Young, led a pioneer company to Utah in 1847 where the church 
found refuge and later prosperity.  Four years earlier, Smith had decreed the practice of 
plural marriage as part of the church’s religious doctrine.  On July 8 1862, the U.S. 
Congress passed the, Morrill Anti-Bigamy Law to outlaw polygamy in all U.S. states and 
territories, and the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of this law in 1879.  
Although LDS Church president Wilford Woodruff issued a ban on plural marriages in 
1890 (incorporated into church doctrine in 1908), various groups within the church 
continued this practice.  According to one historical account, as long as the LDS church 
no longer sanctioned new plural marriages, it was “generally understood that husbands 
would not be required to reject their plural wives and their children, and local (American) 
prosecutors became very lenient in punishing those charged with polygamy.”29   
 
In some cases, even when individuals were sentenced to prison, their terms were fairly 
light.  K. K. once related that during the mid 1880s when his grandfather, Jens Skousen, 
was living in northern Arizona, many of the polygamists were arrested and held for trial 
in Prescott.30  They were condemned and sentenced to ten years in prison, which was 
later reduced because the prosecuting official, a Mr. Flake, claimed that he was just as 
guilty as they were and would reduce their sentence to six months and he would 
volunteer to go to jail as well.  The warden relied on Mr. Flake for a variety of things, 
including sorting out the cooking and getting someone to care for his sons.  Mr. Flake 
suggested that the warden let Mr. Skousen take care of his boys as the warden did not 
have a woman to do so; K. K.’s grandfather would baby-sit, go hunting and fishing, and 
take care of the boys all day and then come and unlock the jail and lock himself in at 
night.31   
 
                                                 
28 K. K.’s parents were of Danish ancestry.  His paternal grandparents, Jens Nielsen Skousen and Sidsel 
Marie Pedersen, both emigrated from Denmark to the United States in 1862, crossing the plains on the 
Mormon Trail first with the Murdock Company to Draper, Utah and then with the Allen’s Company to Jo 
City, Arizona Territory in 1877.  The Skousens were one of the founding families of the Colonia Juarez 
settlement in Mexico, moving from Springerville in late 1885 to Mexico as a result of the polygamist 
issues.  His maternal grandparents, Morten Peder Mortensen and Karen (Katarina) Osen, emigrated from 
Denmark as well, settling in Scipio, Utah in 1859.  K. K.’s grandfather Mortensen was sent to Arizona on a 
mission to the Navajo nation and later moved his family to the region.  Eventually, the Mortensen family 
moved to Colonia Diaz in the mid 1880s.  Information on family history from Gregg Monte and Kenny 
Coppedge, “Chandler City Parks Kiosks Projects: Skousen Property History.” (Chandler AZ: Chandler 
Gilbert Community College, 2002.) 
29 K. K. Skousen interview, January 25, 1985. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
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In response to the continued enforcement of the anti-bigamy legislation, many Mormon 
polygamists began to move out of the United States and settle in northern Mexico in 
order to maintain their religious practices.  Most of these families created communities in 
the Mexican state of Chihuahua.  They brought livestock and farming supplies, built 
homes, started small businesses, and raised their families in these new settlements.  The 
first Mormon colony created was Colonia Juarez.  Between 1885 and 1900, Mormons 
established at least eight colonies in Chihuahua.  While much of the frontier surrounding 
the boundary between the United States and Mexico was often lawless and fairly 
unstable, the capture of Geronimo in 1886 and the efforts of other military and law 
enforcement officials from both countries helped to settle the region down.  In all 
likelihood, the establishment of the Colonias was probably welcomed as a good and 
calming influence against the intermittent banditry and upheavals that had characterized 
much of the border region for decades.  However, this calm was not to last – storm clouds 
of revolution broke over Mexico around 1910 that would throw the entire nation into 
turmoil for well over a decade. 
 
K. K. Skousen, a grandson of the immigrant Skousen and Mortensen families, was born 
in 1909 in Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.  He was the fifth son of James Niels and 
Emma Mortensen Skousen.  James Niels had two wives:  Emma Mortensen and Ida 
Walsen, both of whom lived in Colonia Juarez between 1901 and 1916, along with their 
numerous offspring.  James and Emma eventually had eleven children, though only six 
were born in Mexico.  James and Ida also eventually had eleven children, with only three 
born in Mexico.32  The Skousens were the first Mormon family to settle Colonia Juarez.  
James started out working as a carpenter in the colony and later began farming near 
Casas Grandes, Chihuahua.   
 
When the Mexican Revolution finally erupted in the early twentieth century, it had a 
direct impact on the Skousen family.  Between 1912 and 1916, the sheer violence of the 
revolution and pressure from Pancho Villa’s soldiers forced the Mormon colonists to 
leave their homes and farms on several occasions, often fleeing to the United States and 
its territories until conditions were favorable for their return to Mexico once again.  The 
Skousens twice lived in El Paso, Texas – first for six months in 1912 and then again for 
most of 1914.  Eventually, however, James N. Skousen and his families left Mexico 
permanently.   
 
In 1916, a group of Mexican soldiers rode into their yard during the first battle of Casas 
Grandes, demanding supper for 250 men.33  The soldiers stayed at the Skousen’s ranch 
for between two to four weeks before moving on.  When K. K.’s mother, Emma, returned 
to the house, she discovered that everything had either been taken or destroyed.  As a 
result, the family had nothing left but the clothes on their back.  Later on, after deciding 
to resettle permanently in the United States, K. K.’s father returned to the Casas Grandes 
ranch with his oldest sons to retrieve the livestock.  They drove out their remaining cattle, 

                                                 
32 Information on James’s marriages and children derived from 1930 Census Records for East Chandler 
Election Precinct and LDS website http://www.familysearch.org, as well as family histories and oral 
interviews. 
33 Ibid. 
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loaded them on the railroad cars, and traveled with them to Mesa, Arizona.34  K. K.’s 
Uncle, Willard Skousen, hired James for $150 a month to run his farm in Tempe, 
Arizona, just west of Mesa.35   
 
By the time that James and his families arrived, the Southside had been the home of 
significant Mormon settlements for nearly four decades.  The communities of Lehi and 
Mesa, settled in 1877 and 1878 respectively, held sizeable populations of Mormon setters 
by the early twentieth century.  Numerous LDS families from other parts of the country 
and the state had migrated to the Salt River Valley’s south side for farming and business 
opportunities over the years.  These families had helped develop the area and contributed 
to the economic growth of towns such as Tempe, Mesa, Gilbert, and Chandler, as well as 
the small unincorporated community of Lehi. 
 

 
Chandler Latter Day Saints Church, circa 1927 

Chandler Office of Public History 
 
In the decade prior to the founding of Chandler, a number of LDS families moved from 
the Mesa area to homestead along the southern end of the Consolidated Canal, as well as 
the Utah Extension Canal further west.  Most were farmers who grew a variety of crops 
including alfalfa, grains, and later cotton.  They also raised livestock, such as beef cattle, 
dairy cows, and sheep.  Until late 1913, these Mormon settlers and their families had to 
take a long, dusty trip up to the Alma Ward in Mesa for worship services.  On December 
6 of that year these parishioners established the Chandler Ward at a local elementary 
school, just west of the future intersection of Arizona Avenue and Williams Field Road.  

                                                 
34 Ibid. 
35 Information gleaned from various oral interviews, see bibliography:  K. K. indicates moving to Mesa 
after his brother Carl was born in December, so that they moved to Mesa in the spring of 1916.  Clarence 
said he moved to Mesa in 1916, living on Guadalupe where Dobson High School is now.  They lived there 
for a year and a half and then moved into Mesa in the Huber Addition and then moved to a farm east of 
Mesa where they milked cows and went to school in Gilbert until he was a junior in high school.  Joseph’s 
interview agrees with his brothers, stating that the family came to Arizona in March 1916, and lived on a 
farm which belonged to Willard Skousen, one and a half miles west of where Robert’s old machinery 
business was.  The family lived there for a year. 
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The Skousen family became active members soon after their arrival.  K. K. and his 
brother Joseph recall some of the earliest structures that were home to the Chandler 
Ward, including a meeting site built over a canal ditch to keep the congregation a little 
cooler in summer months.  Over the years, Chandler’s Mormon community grew along 
with the town itself, splitting off into a number of separate wards to accommodate the 
expanding congregations.  Chandler’s Mormon residents comprised about ten percent of 
the town’s population throughout its history.  K. K. and Elizabeth made many 
contributions to their local church over the years, including the donation of a park that 
bears the Skousen name.  By the end of their lives, they were members of the Cooper 
Second Ward.36   
 
In 1919, several years after their arrival in the East Valley, James reportedly purchased 
forty acres just southeast of Chandler on which to homestead Ida, his second wife, and 
their children.  After moving from Mesa to Gilbert, James and his first wife, Emma, 
settled down in Chandler in 1921 on land not far from where Ida and her children lived.37  
James’ families apparently endured some rather rugged accommodations before finally 
settling in Chandler however.  Judy Skousen – K. K.’s middle daughter – recalled hearing 
that the entire family lived in a chicken coop when they first arrived in the area.  
According to Kliena, K. K.s oldest daughter, only Emma and her children lived in the 
chicken coop, as Ida and her children had set up their living arrangements in the house 
that was available on Willard’s property.  In any case, life for the families of James 
Skousen remained unsettled for a number of years after their arrival in the East Valley 
region.38 
 
The various moves and un-conventional accommodations were not the only issues that 
kept James’ families unsettled at times.  The fact that James was married to both Emma 
and Ida did not sit well with some local residents.  Judy Skousen relates how women at 
the church where her grandparents went in Gilbert felt about the arrangement.  “The 
church ladies were so nice that my grandparents decided to stay.  When they found out 
the Skousens were polygamists, then they wouldn’t have anything to do with the 
family.”39   
 
Assuming that the church ladies in question were LDS like the Skousens, it is clear that 
polygamy was no longer condoned by many within the Mormon community, especially 
with regards to the Church’s official prohibition of the practice.  However, some 
opposition to plural marriage had far more ominous overtones than being snubbed by 
fellow church members.  In a 1985 interview, K. K. recalled, “If I remember correctly the 
coach was – had the name of Jones.  But he only coached one year, but it was during the 
period where the polygamists was getting a little rough treatment from the Klu Klux Klan 
                                                 
36 Corley and Marie Haggarton, “Historical Overview of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in 
Chandler, Arizona, 1913-1993,” self-published, Chandler, Arizona (1993), p.2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9.  
37 Jean Reynolds, “K. K. Skousen House Interpretive Plan, 2005,” Public History Program, City of 
Chandler (2005), fourth page (unnumbered). 
38 Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 2005.  Both Judy and Kliena thought that their 
Uncle Willard might know which was true.  Also, the girls thought the families first lived in Gilbert, not 
Mesa, when they moved up from Mexico. 
39 Ibid. 
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and the telephone came to my father’s house telling him he was next in line to be stripped 
and whipped.  And they just about killed this Jones and so that’s – we returned to Mexico 
at that time – in 1921.”40  Exactly how long the Skousens stayed in Mexico is not clear, 
although they probably returned within a year or two.  Even so, the fear of being attacked 
by Klan members was great enough to make James and his families flee briefly back to 
the revolution-torn country that they had left only five years before. 
 
According to land ownership maps, sometime between 1923 and 1926, James added 120 
more acres to the original 40, for a total of 160 acres, south of Pecos Road and west of 
Cooper Road.  The children helped to clear the land of mesquite trees and brush to plant 
alfalfa, grains (wheat, barley and sorghum), and long-staple cotton.  During this time, 
Klein was one of many siblings who attended the area’s elementary and high schools.  He 
first attended the Jordan school, later moving to Mesa’s Alma School, then to Gilbert 
while the new high school was being built in Chandler.  He went on to attend Chandler 
High School along with his brothers Joseph and Clarence (until Clarence returned to 
Gilbert).41 
 
The family was quite proud when four of the Skousen boys (Joseph, Basil, Clyle, and 
Clarence) helped bring the Chandler High School basketball team to the state finals in 
1923.  K. K. remembered that while Chandler didn’t win the state championship game, 
five Skousens made up the All-State Basketball Team – one from Mesa (Jesse) and four 
from Chandler (Clarence, Joseph, Basil, and Clyle).  K. K. distinguished himself as a 
founding member of Chandler’s Future Farmers of America – he went on to graduate 
from Chandler High in 1928.42 
 
Elizabeth Ann Griffith was born in Chandler in 1917 to Dio Delbert Griffith and Myrtle 
Hunsaker Griffith.  Mr. Griffith had come to the Salt River Valley some years before 
from California.  Granddaughter Karen Skousen Schnebly relates hearing that he met his 
future wife – Myrtle Hunsaker – at a local dance.  After living in Gilbert, the Griffiths 
moved to the Chandler area.  Elizabeth’s father ran a second-hand store for the first few 
years after he and Myrtle married, but then became the town plumber, installing the 
plumbing for most of the homes and businesses in early Chandler.  In fact, Elizabeth and 
members of the Skousen family believe that her father put part of the plumbing system in 
at the Hotel San Marcos.43  Her mother served for many years in the local LDS Church 
nursery.44  In some of her earliest memories, Elizabeth recalled riding with her parents in 
a horse and buggy until her father bought a Ford car.  Karen Schnebly relates that her 
grandfather bought the car mainly because it was necessary for his plumbing business, 
due to being always on call for plumbing problems and needing a vehicle that could carry 
all of his tools.  Elizabeth attended the Cleveland School, in a structure that is still 
standing among all the new buildings on the property.  She had many fond memories of 

                                                 
40 K. K. Skousen interview. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Elizabeth Skousen interview, February 25, 1985; Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 
24, 2005; Karen Skousen Schnebly, personal communication, March 2, 2006. 
44 Haggarton, 7. 
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growing up in Chandler, such as running down to Basha’s to pick up groceries for her 
mother, band concerts at Chandler Park, and receiving sacks filled with candy from Dr. 
A. J. Chandler during downtown Christmas programs.  Elizabeth recalls the excitement in 
the air among local residents when the railroad completed a main line through Chandler 
in 1926.45  She and her brothers often ran down to the railroad tracks to wave at the 
engineers as trains rolled by.  Clearly, growing up in Chandler held many happy 
memories for Elizabeth – perhaps it is no surprise that she would spend practically the 
rest of her life in the town where she was born.  Elizabeth graduated from Chandler High 
in 1935 and married K. K. two years later.46  Shortly after their marriage, they moved to 
their farm just east of Chandler. 
 

THE SKOUSEN FAMILY AND FARM IN CHANDLER 
 
According to family lore, after K. K. and Elizabeth bought the farmhouse and 80 acres at 
300 S. Cooper Road, they went across the nearby canal to milk their cows.  This act 
symbolized the beginnings of the family’s future dairy operation and their hopes for a 
prosperous future.  Even so, the acreage that they now called home had a history going 
back several decades before Klein and Elizabeth first crossed the Consolidated Canal to 
milk those cows in 1937.  The original homestead filed on the property was made by 
Newton and Elizabeth Hackney in 1893.  Apparently the land changed hands sometime in 
the following years as a J. W. Walker purchased additional land connected to the property 
prior to 1908.  Other landowners between 1908 and 1918 include W. T. Smith, William 
McFredrich, the Highland Water Company, and A. M. Harmer.  Charles C. Houston 
bought the land in 1919 for $18,000.  Upon his death some years later, K. K. Skousen 
served as executor of Houston’s estate.47  K. K. moved into the property’s home in 1935 
while he was working the land.48  In 1936 the house and land were put up for sale, and 
Joseph Skousen, K. K.’s brother, had the highest bid.  Joseph’s final purchase price for 
the property was $7000.  Other bidders included Houston’s ex-wife, Anna, and a Robert 
Williams.49 
 
Shortly after K.K. Skousen and Elizabeth Ann Griffith married on February 5, 1937, they 
bought the house and its adjoining 80 acres from Joseph.  The Skousens lived in the 
house during the early years of their marriage along with another couple (whose identity 
is unknown).  K. K. worked their farmland and added additional acreage over the years.  
At its height, the Skousen farm and dairy occupied over 400 acres.  Over the years, the 
Skousens sold portions of their land to housing developers as suburban Chandler 
encroached on the rural Chandler of old.  He and Elizabeth finally sold the remaining 7.6 
acres of land to the City of Chandler in 1997 for public use, negotiating a life tenancy 

                                                 
45 Elizabeth Skousen interview; Stevens, 44. 
46 Elizabeth Skousen interview; Karen Skousen Schnebly, personal communication, March 2, 2006. 
47 Monte and Coppedge, “Chandler City Parks Kiosks Projects: Skousen Property History” 4-7.  The 80 
acre property owned by C. C. Houston is confirmed on Maricopa County Land Ownership Map: T. 1 S., R. 
5 E.; Phoenix Blueprint Company, Phoenix AZ, dated January 1, 1932. 
48 Gary Grado, “Chandler Buying up a Piece of its Past for Park,” Chandler/Sun Lakes Independent, 
February 26, 1997. 
49 Monte and Coppedge, 7.  There was a legal problem with the purchase.  Joseph filed a claim against K. 
K. and the Houston heirs which was settled soon thereafter. 
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clause in the purchase that allowed them to occupy the site for the remainder of their 
lives.  Elizabeth passed away on August 28, 2002, followed by K. K. on February 14, 
2003.50 
 

  
Elizabeth Griffith Skousen Klein Kimball Skousen 

Skousen Family Collection 
 
The homestead itself consists of the original structure and several major additions.  The 
original portion of the house was probably built around 1921 with exterior board and 
batten wood siding.  This building was a small, five-room frame house consisting of a 
kitchen, a dining room, a living room, two tiny bedrooms, and a large front porch.  The 
first bathroom was a traditional outhouse located behind the structure.  Since K. K. and 
Elizabeth shared the house with another couple after they first moved in, it was necessary 
to split the use of the living space.  The other couple cooked on the wood stove in the 
kitchen while Elizabeth used another wood stove in the dining room.51 
 
The house was expanded over the years as the Skousen family grew.  While the five 
rooms served the young family well enough at first, they used the large front porch for 
additional needed space.  Three children were born when the family first lived on the 
property:  Kliena Jean, Johanna Karen, and Paul Kimball.  Canvas coverings on the front 
porch provided an area for the babies to sleep in the summertime.  After just a few years 
at their new house, K. K. and Elizabeth decided to move their young family to Blythe, 
                                                 
50 Emma J. Anderson, “Clearing of Land Evokes Memories,” Arizona Republic, February, 1997; Karen 
Skousen Schnebly, personal communication. 
51 Information regarding the early residence in the house, the additions made to the house over the years, 
and the children’s sleeping arrangements as the family grew, derived from Kliena and Judy Skousen, “The 
House that Dad Built, The Home that Mom Created,” Family History Paper, Skousen Collection, available 
from the Chandler Office of Public History; hereafter Skousen, “The House that Dad Built.” 
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California for the promise of cheap land in the region – they rented their Chandler house 
to unknown tenants while they were gone.  Upon their return from California in 1943, K. 
K. made the first major addition to the house.  While his wife and children stayed with 
relatives, he put down new wood floors and added an indoor bathroom and a back 
bedroom to the original house.  At the same time, K. K. enlarged his and Elizabeth’s 
bedroom and the kitchen, with one of the original little bedrooms being turned into a 
closet and pantry to provide for the family’s needs.52 
 
Because K. K. did most of the work himself with whatever materials he had on hand or 
could purchase used, it often left a distinct impact how the home looked.  In the case of 
the 1943 renovations, three of the girls (Kliena, Karen, and Sue) slept in the new 
bedroom added onto the back of the house.  The window in the dining room that used to 
look out onto the back yard, now opened up into the new bedroom.  Judy Skousen 
remembers the fun she and her siblings had “…climbing through that window into the 
dining room.  The dining room had a bay window with a window seat that we kids loved 
to sit on while we ate.”53 
 
When the family continued to grow, pushing against the limits of the house, the eldest 
son, Paul, talked K. K. into creating a bedroom just for the teenager.  This bedroom 
consisted of the back of an old refrigerator truck complete with large double doors.  
Exactly where K. K. got the truck and other details surrounding the procurement of this 
rather unconventional residence is unknown.  The truck was placed outside of K. K. and 
Elizabeth’s bedroom so they could keep track of Paul at night.  It had all the modern 
conveniences a young boy needed, even electricity, provided through an electrical cord 
strung from the house.  Paul was delighted with his privacy.  This bedroom eventually 
became a playhouse for all of K. K. and Elizabeth’s grandchildren.54 
 
Another major addition was added to the house in 1953.  On the north side of the house, 
K. K. built a large living room and a girls’ bedroom.  He added personal touches to these 
rooms, building all of the cupboards and headboards for the beds from salvaged wood.  
These new additions meant the siblings shifted bedrooms; Judy slept in the old back 
bedroom by herself, Dan and Kenneth slept in the old living room, and Kliena, Karen, 
Sue, and Kathy shared the new bedroom until Kliena left for college in 1955.  Judy 
remembers how excited she was about getting her own room, which she was able to 
decorate as she wanted: “I had them do the room in green and white stripes, all across the 
walls and ceiling, with a big bow, like it was a present.  They kept trying to stick Ann out 
there with me, but it was my room.”55 
 
The final addition to the house was made in 1957, although there is some dispute over 
this date – Kliena believes that it was in the early 1960s since she was already married.  
K. K. built a huge new kitchen and a living room as well as a drive-through carport.  The 
kitchen was “very 1950s” in design.  Always thrifty, K. K. bought all the cabinets and 

                                                 
52 Skousen, “The House that Dad Built.” 
53 Ibid. 
54 Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 2005. 
55 Ibid. 
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countertops used.  According to his children, he never would have bought it new.  In fact, 
practically all of the construction materials he used were recycled from somewhere else, 
even the tin roof and the windows.  Judy remembered that when they put the tin roof on, 
they used the wrong holes, so that when they removed the nails and repositioned them, 
holes were left that leaked during rain storms.  Just as he would never buy new materials, 
K. K. believed in doing as much of the work as possible himself, though he did have the 
help of his brother Basil as well as day laborers hired from south Chandler.  The old 
bathroom and small bedroom were replaced with newer renditions, along with a larger 
bathroom next to the girls’ bedroom.  The old kitchen was converted into a bedroom for 
Dan and Kenneth.  The house was now a four-bedroom, two-bath structure.  It was 
complete with a large modern kitchen, dining room, sewing room, front porch, and 
carport.  According to Judy, she and Ann shared the new back bedroom, while Karen, 
Sue, and Kathy had the girls’ bedroom (Dan and Ken shared the old kitchen as noted 
above).  Mark slept in the old living room until Judy left for college, at which point Dan 
and Ken moved into Judy’s room (thus becoming “the Boys room”) and Mark moved 
into the old kitchen.56 
 

 
Kathy, Sue Judy in front of the House early 1950s 

Skousen Family Collection 
 
None of the later additions to the house were built by professional contractors, since K. 
K. “didn’t believe in paying someone to do something that you could do yourself just as 
well.”  He poured the cement for the foundations, laid the block for the new additions, 
renovated the existing spaces, and created all the cabinets in the bedrooms by hand, 
usually with the help of family and friends.  His eldest daughter, Kliena, explained her 
father’s independence and self-sufficiency as she understood it over the years.  When K. 
K. and Elizabeth first started out “they were dirt poor, they were very, very poor and they 
struggled; this is one of the reasons why my parents worked on the farm together, 
because he didn’t have money to hire help.  As the dairy did better financially, he had 

                                                 
56 Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 2005, and Skousen “The House that Dad 
Built.” 
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more money.  He did have the money towards the end to where he could have torn down 
the old house and built Mother a nice house but that was not his way.”57 
 
Part of K. K.’s self-sufficiency came out in his habit of going to auction houses to find a 
bargain.  He purchased all kinds of things at auction:  cows, equipment, supplies for the 
house or dairy, kitchen cabinets, wood, tractors, trucks, washing machines, and “surprise 
boxes.”  One time when K. K. went to the auction, he drove his daughter’s 1937 Chevy 
nicknamed the “Skunk.”  He couldn’t find a parking space so he ended up parking it 
where he shouldn’t have, and the car was auctioned off.  He had to call someone at the 
house to come pick him up.58  All of family remembered K. K.’s affinity for auctions.  
Kliena recalled, “If it was a good deal, he’d buy it.  If it was a buck, he would bring it 
home.  He might have bought something wonderful but we didn’t know it.  It was all 
junk; though when he bought farm equipment, he did know what was a good deal so was 
able to save a great deal there.  He got the materials for the walls, cupboards, kitchen 
cabinets, tin roof, etc. [all at the auctions].”59 
 
In addition to doing it himself, K. K. believed in using whatever materials he had at hand.  
Many of the supplies used to build the house were recycled from other buildings in town.  
In 1946, he purchased wood from the nearby Gila River Internment Camp to use on the 
house and farm buildings.60  The house lacked adequate insulation as well, and so was 
very difficult to cool and heat.  K. K. installed an air-conditioning unit in 1957, which 
helped to keep the house cool during the summer.  Before this, the only cooling was a 
window-mounted evaporative “swamp” cooler in the original section of the house.  For 
all of its shortcomings however, the Skousen’s house was more than just a collection of 
rooms.  According to Kliena and Judy, “What the house lacked in niceties was made up 
for with the love that abounded there.”61   
 

THE SKOUSEN DAIRY OPERATION 
 
From a total of twelve cows milked at the stanchions in the old barn near the house, K. K. 
eventually built a dairy heard of between 300 and 500 animals.  At its furthest extent, the 
Skousen’s farmlands stretched from between Cooper to McQueen Roads and from Frye 
to Willis Roads.62  They raised alfalfa, cotton, corn, watermelon, and flax.  However, at 
the core of the Skousen’s farm was their dairy cattle.  The real beginnings of their dairy 
farm began with K. K.’s realization of the potential for success when the family returned 
from California in 1943.63 

                                                 
57 Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 2005. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Conversation between Judy Skousen and Jean Reynolds during a walk-through of the property, April 20, 
2005.  Notes on file with the Chandler Office of Public History 
61 Skousen, “The House that Dad Built.” 
62 Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 2005.  K. K. farmed all the land across from 
the canal, what is now Chandler Ranch subdivision; Judy provided street names at same interview. 
63 Original number of cows from remembrances in Emma J. Anderson, “Clearing of Land Evokes 
Memories,” Arizona Republic, February, 1997.  Later number in herd from Roundtable interview with 
Skousen family, November 24, 2005. 
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In the mid 1940s, the Skousens built the corrals near the house where they later kept four 
to five cows for house milk.  K. K. rented a farm up the road to the east, known as the 
Allen Place, between Pecos and Williams Road.  He milked his growing dairy herd there 
for a few years.  At an unspecified date thereafter, K. K. bought the property of the Tuitty 
sisters, better known locally as the “Old Maids.”   
 
West of the family’s house, K. K. began to build a barn.  He poured the concrete and used 
wood purchased at auction (specifically materials from the dismantling of the Gila River 
Internment Camp in 1946).  He also created a feeding trough made of concrete, a hay 
storage area, and a food storage room for the family.  K. K. fashioned the flooring in 
these structures from 3’ x 3’ slabs of concrete taken from Chandler’s central park (now 
A. J. Chandler Park) after it was remodeled.  However, the barn was never completed for 
use as a dairy structure.  Elizabeth argued with her husband about the new building 
because she was worried about the location of a livestock barn so close to the house.  K. 
K. finally conceded the point to his wife.  Kliena remembers how “my mother and father 
went around and around and around” on the subject, “until my mother finally won.”  The 
half-finished barn was later converted into a bedroom and bathroom for Paul and 
eventually for Dan’s use.  K. K. finally built his new dairy barn at the “Old Maids” place 
on Pecos Road just west of the Consolidated Canal.64 
 
The Skousen’s primary income came from the dairy farm.  K. K. Skousen recalled that he 
started with one cow, and purchased eight more from the Valley National Bank for $200.  
Most farmers in the area had a few cows that they milked, selling the extra milk to local 
creameries.  K. K. drove a truck every Wednesday to collect milk from local farms, and 
deliver the cans to the Tempe Creamery.  When he started the dairy, he sold his milk to 
Borden – probably in Tempe, as Borden owned the Tempe Creamery between 1927 and 
1954.65  After he built the dairy on the “Old Maids” Place, he sold his milk to Shamrock 
Farms, based in Tucson, and to the United Dairymen of Arizona (UDA).66  The farm and 
dairy eventually grew to as many as 500 cows, with all of the Skousens participating in 
the family business.  Although K. K. eventually hired local workers to operate the farm – 
especially during the school year – it was very much a family affair.   
 
K. K. and Elizabeth both worked the farm to save money on hired help.  In fact, Elizabeth 
continued to work alongside her husband even as the couple had growing responsibilities 
with the children.  To compensate for this situation, the older children helped take care of 
the younger ones.  Kliena remembered that when they had the flax fields, her mother 
would take a blanket by the field and spread it under a tree for the youngest children to 
play on.  “Some of the older kids would watch the little ones on the blanket while Daddy 
was on the thresher and Mother was on the tractor” to keep the weeds down in the fields.  
While K. K. did hire some people over the years, particularly the Mallots, the Morrises, 
and the Coopers.   
 

                                                 
64 Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 2005. 
65 Hartmann, 3. 
66 Ibid, 14-15; Karen Skousen Schnebly, personal communication. 
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The children of the family also pitched in on the work.  This included driving the tractors 
and trucks as well as milking the cows.  Kliena described herself as a field hand, with her 
next younger sister Karen as being the one who stayed in the house.  Judy remembered 
that “by the time she came down, the boys did the easy work of sitting on the tractor and 
the girls did the milking and hard work,” though even driving a tractor was difficult.  Sue 
Skousen joked that they always checked their elbows for cow manure before they went to 
school, with one of their uncles calling them “the dirties” because of the amount of work 
they did.  Yet, this only reinforces how the Skousens were just “down home farmer 
kids.”67  A family story relates how, while the older girls milked in the barn, eight or nine 
year old Kathy would drive the truck sitting on the seat with someone smaller pushing the 
pedals – an older brother would be on the back end pitching the feed.  Sue also 
remembered driving at a very young age, with K. K. getting angry with them because 
they would run into the fence.  The Skousen children acknowledge that they were too 
young to drive, but they did it to help out on the farm.  The siblings agreed that K. K. 
“believed that everybody should work; everybody should do it.”68 
 

 
Karen and calf, circa 1955. 
Skousen Family Collection 

 
Kliena and others in the family remember how their dad “really taught us to work.”  This 
work ethic continued down through the grandchildren, as did the rewards gained for their 
hard work.  To demonstrate his appreciation and to pay his children for their help over 
the summer, K. K. once had a big delivery truck come to his house and allowed Kliena 
and one of her brothers to choose a TV and a piano of their own.  This generosity 
continued as the children grew older, with many of the others getting the income from 
five to ten cows or from land rents to support them while going to college. 
 

                                                 
67 Roundtable interview with Skousen family, November 24, 2005. 
68 Ibid. 
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The number of cows in the dairy herd, the equipment and buildings, and even the hours 
of work changed over the years.  For Kliena and later Emma, work began at 4:00 a.m., 
getting the cows to the barn to start the milking process.  Later on, they milked around 
the clock.  Though they originally learned to milk by hand, by the time Kliena was in 
high school, they had milking machines.  When she was quite young, they did not have a 
real dairy building – instead, she milked in corrals behind the house, with the cows 
attached to stanchions.  “In the winter time, you milked with mud halfway up your 
boots,” Kliena reminisced.  Sue also remembered milking by hand as a little one, 
remaining out in the barns with the cows while everyone else went to school until her 
mother came to help her.  Eventually, the dairy herd grew to over 400 cows and the 
children spent more time at school or in other activities.  At that point, the family hired 
men to do some of the work, particularly the night milking.  While K. K.’s children 
worked on the dairy and the farm during the summer months, they did not have to milk 
around the clock year-round.  Yet, because the cows did have to be milked everyday, the 
work sometimes interfered with other activities.  While Emma Skousen Anderson 
remembered that the boys were allowed out of chores during football season, the girls 
still had to get their work done.  And, waiting to open presents on Christmas until the 
cows were milked occurred every year, even when K. K. and Elizabeth’s children had left 
home for the most part, only returning for family celebrations.69 
 
The Skousens sold the milk produced by their dairy farm to various creameries, including 
Borden, Shamrock, and the UDA.  In the early 1950s, the family loaded their truck with 
cans of fresh milk and delivered them to the Allen Dairy west of their farm.  Later, 
Shamrock sent a truck to pick up the milk regularly.  Interestingly enough, despite the 
proximity of large Mesa creameries to their Chandler farm, there are no indications that 
the Skousens delivered their milk to Mesa area companies.  In addition, Chandler had no 
large creameries of their own for local farmers to do business with, other than large-scale 
dairies that might perform some of the same functions as a creamery like Borden in 
Tempe or Shamrock of Tucson.70 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The K. K. and Elizabeth Skousen family of Chandler, Arizona are in many ways 
representative of a history and heritage that is unique to the former agricultural districts 
of the rural Southwest.  Settling in a town that was itself a recent creation, carved out of 
the desert by the waters of the Salt River, the Skousens began their life in Chandler as 
refugees from a massive revolution in Mexico.  Further back, their parents and 
grandparents had been refugees of another sort, escaping the legislation and lawmen of 
the United States who sought to put an end to the Mormon practice of plural marriage.  
Once the Skousens arrived in Chandler, they settled in quickly, becoming a part of the 

                                                 
69 Ibid.  When the Skousen girls were asked about their experiences with the dairy, most of the 
remembrances were good, though they all noted the hard work involved.  Emma Anderson, one of the 
younger sisters, remembered how she had to milk 24/7 in the summer because of the number of cows they 
owned.  When asked how many cows they had, Judy exclaimed, “About a zillion!” and the others laughed 
in agreement.  The consensus was the herd numbered just over 400 and never more than 500. 
70 Reynolds, “K. K. Skousen House Interpretive Plan, 2005.” 
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small but growing Mormon community and fitting into the larger agricultural and social 
network that defined the town, as well as the nearby communities of the Salt River 
Valley.  K. K. turned to farming even before he was out of high school, and went on to 
establish a large dairy farming operation east of downtown Chandler.  Even as the 
Superstition Freeway plowed through the East Valley, K. K. recognized that change was 
coming and slowly began to carve apart the little agricultural kingdom that he and his 
family had worked so hard to create.  Along the way, he stuck firmly to a set of values: 
hard work, ingenuity, and frugality.  He and his wife passed away in the same house that 
that had bought over six decades before.  Their self-reliance and modesty was manifest in 
the home and farming operations.  These traits demonstrate the sort of independent, 
hardworking, community-minded spirit that made up so many of the rural Valley towns 
in years past.  K. K. and Elizabeth’s decision to sell their home and its last 7.6 acres to 
the City of Chandler to create a heritage park showed their civic-mindedness and the 
importance that they gave to giving something back to the community that gave them and 
their family so much.   
 

 
The Skousen Family 

Front Row: Kenneth, Emma, Mark, Ann 
Second Row: Dan, K. K., Elizabeth, Judy 

Back Row: Paul, Karen, Kliena, Sue, Katherine (Kathy) 
Skousen Family Collection 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

 
The Skousen House is a simple vernacular style, single-family residence.  Constructed in 
four phases between 1921 and 1963, the house reflects the transition of rural western 
architecture from the homestead through the ranch-style popularized after World War II.  
The house is a one-story building, approximately 1,600 square feet, with four bedrooms, 
two baths, two family rooms, living room, dining room and eat-in kitchen.  Both the 
interior and exterior spaces, construction methods, materials and finishes, typify the 
vernacular and rural context of the architecture and indicate the various periods of 
construction.  It has adequate lighting fixtures, plumbing features, electrical outlets and 
telephone jacks.  The interior is in fair condition.   
 
In the late-nineteenth and early twentieth century, agricultural pioneers and rural farmers 
constructed modest permanent shelters from materials readily available from the land or 
building material yards in nearby towns.  These vernacular structures, unpretentious yet 
functional, clearly reflected the limitations of the living conditions and the 
resourcefulness of an agricultural community on the fringes of town growth.  Compared 
to styled architecture that coincides with more formal residential development, vernacular 
architecture serves as an allegory for the historical experience and cultural identity of its 
creators.  A fully self-determined, self-named people own the right to build for 
themselves according to the relationships and patterns of their own particular culture, 
history and environment. 
 
During the early settlement of Chandler, there were few architects practicing in the area.  
Builders commonly designed their own buildings, drawing from surrounding examples 
and experiences, or using pattern books, kits, or mail order plans to design their 
structures.  Local builders and property owners often relied on craftsmen like carpenters 
and masons for their experience and common-sense knowledge to construct homes and 
farm buildings.  Railroads brought lumber to non-timbered areas making this material 
more affordable, proliferating stick and balloon-framing techniques in rural areas.   
 
Vernacular architecture generally falls within two categories, Classical, and Greek 
Revival, as a means of identification and classification.  Classical vernacular architecture 
is basically rectangular in plan, usually two rooms wide and one or two rooms deep, with 
a hall-parlor.  While construction materials vary, window and door openings are tall in 
proportion with flat or straight headers.  Roof forms range from medium-pitched gables 
to elegant hips.  The ridgeline runs side-to-side with the main entry located on the 
broadside of the structure.  Most Classical forms include a porch or pronounced eave on 
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the front of the building supported by posts.  Deep porches or wrap around porches on 
other sides of the building would indicate Southern Colonial influences on the form.71 
 
Greek Revival vernacular architecture is also generally of a rectangular plan but are 
rotated 90 degrees so that the main entry appears on the gable end rather than broadside 
of the structure.  Accordingly, they are usually one or two rooms wide and two or more 
rooms deep.  The roof forms range from low to medium-pitched gables or simple hips.  
Most Greek Revival forms have a sense of symmetry or balance on the facades, molded 
cornices and partial cornice returns for details.  The window and door openings are again 
tall in proportion.  Columned porches are common and may include Southern Colonial 
influences as with the Classical versions.72 
 
Although the Skousen House was constructed in four phases over a period of fifty or 
more years, it remains an example of vernacular architecture through its final transition to 
the Ranch-style in its last addition.  The first structure is clearly an example of the Greek 
Revival form of vernacular architecture.  It has a gable-end main entry, medium-pitched 
gable roof with a simple porch eave.  There is a simple functional symmetry to the front 
façade.  The second phase shows the more common Classical forms found in vernacular 
architecture.  The final phase shows the Ranch-style influence that dominated post-World 
War II residential building.  As such, this form still draws from simple Classical elements 
as evident by the broadside, rectangular plan, medium-pitch gable roof and symmetrical 
openings. 
 
According to the family research, the house was purchased by the Skousen family in 
1937.  The original structure purchased by K. K. and Elizabeth Skousen was probably 
constructed between 1919 and 1921.73  It originally had a living room, dining room, 
kitchen, and two bedrooms with a detached lavatory.  The house was expanded 4 times to 
accommodate family growth.  In 1943, the first addition expanded the house westward, 
adding one bedroom and an indoor bathroom.  In 1953, the house was expanded again, to 
the north, adding another bedroom and larger living room.  Other modifications were 
made to the original structure that reoriented the main entry from the east façade to the 
north side.  In 1957, the last addition was made that further extended the house 
northward, adding a kitchen, dining room, and living room, and carport.  Additional 
modifications occurred to the older spaces including adding a second bathroom and the 
front door was again re-oriented to the east façade.74   

                                                 
71 City of Phoenix, Historic Homes of Phoenix: An Architectural and Preservation Guide (City of Phoenix, 
1992), 31. 
72 Historic Homes of Phoenix, 31. 
73 According to the family recollections, the house was constructed in 1919 or 1920.  Maricopa County 
property records show the construction date as 1922, but there may be up to a year delay before a rural 
building was recorded on the county property roles.  A 1915 US Geological Survey topographic map dated 
1915, does not show a structure on the property.  For purposes of this document, the construction date will 
be 1921. 
74 There is some discrepancy in the family oral history over the 1957 construction date.  Judy Skousen 
indicated that it was built in 1957 while other family members indicate that it was built in 1962-1963.  This 
study will use a 1957 date as the beginning of this final phase of construction and assume completion in the 
early 1960s. 
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K. K., Kliena, and Paul working on the roof of the new barn, circa 1955. 

Skousen Family Collection 
 
The vernacular and ranch styles of the house are articulated in five ways: plan, roof 
forms, window and door openings, scale and massing, and materials / construction 
techniques.  From the outset, the plan is one of the strongest architectural indications of 
the vernacular architecture.  From the original structure through the final constructed 
extension, the plan and subsequent additions demonstrate the changing functionality of 
the house as the needs of a growing family placed new demands on the interior spaces.  
The evolution of the house and its additions reflect the family’s growth as well as the 
growth of the farming enterprise that changed how the house was used.   
 
The two roof forms distinguish both the Classical and Greek Revival influences on the 
vernacular structure.  The roof on the original structure has a medium pitch, and a central 
ridge-line that runs perpendicular to the front façade indicating the Greek Revival 
influence, and exposed rafter tails along the eaves.  The additions have a lower gable roof 
that runs parallel to the front façade.  
 
The window and door openings reflect the functionality and modest character of 
vernacular architecture.  In particular, the windows on the original structure are 6 pane, 
divided-lite, casement windows patterned in a manner that is in keeping with the 
craftsman period in the early twentieth century.  The windows include prominent wood 
lintels, molding surrounds, and sills.  Around the remainder of the house and on the 
additions there are a variety of windows and openings that indicate the period of 
construction or modification.  In some cases, original openings have been closed or 
covered, while in other cases, new windows (aluminum sliders) have been installed in 
new openings or replaced older windows that failed.  Of particular note are a series of 
metal casement windows that are featured prominently on the later additions of the house.  
These are excellent window examples that indicate post-World War II 
construction/modifications.  The northeast corner window on the final addition is of 
particular interest because it is a 20-lite by 2 casement corner window highly prized for 
both its decorative and functional value in significant living room space.  While many of 
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the windows appear to be original, some may have been recycled into the building at a 
later time; however, in general the windows are consistent with units that would have 
been manufactured and installed during the various periods of construction. 
 
The scale and massing of the house is another indicator of its architectural style.  The 
general plan of the house is rectangular.  Originally oriented east-west, the expansion of 
the house to the north essentially reorients the rectangular plan 90 degrees to a north-
south plan even though the main entrance remains east facing.  While the overall 
structure is approximately 1600 square feet under roof, the additions and modifications 
extending from the original house clearly demonstrate the individual scale and massing of 
the original house and subsequent additions.  In each case, the scale, and size of these 
structures reflect the growth of the family and changes in functionality placed on the 
house over time.  Clearly the building was modified when necessity dictated. 
 
In keeping with the functional and modest means of the architectural style, the house has 
three material and construction techniques that articulate its vernacular nature.  First, the 
roof materials include corrugated tin in a patchwork form of installation.  Clearly this is 
not an acceptable practice for roofing professionals.  Furthermore, the roofing members 
and substrate also indicate yeoman-level craftsmanship.  Second, the masonry 
construction on portions of the house shows that both the selection of materials and the 
installation were not done by professionals.  In particular, the bathroom addition on the 
back of the house does not meet code, nor are the transitions between existing and new 
work properly integrated.  Third, the multiple materials of construction and transitions 
from one phase of construction to another express an “ad hoc” form of construction 
indicative of vernacular architecture.  The overall plan, its modifications and additions 
clearly demonstrate a lack of planning for an overall design or integration of materials 
and forms indicative of professional architectural or general contractor influence. 
 
It is important to note the means by which the house was expanded over the years.  
According to the family history, most of the work was completed by K. K. Skousen or by 
hired workers under his direction.  K. K. was obviously “handy” and probably semi-
skilled from his experience managing farm operations; however he was not professional 
builder or a skilled craftsman in the building trades.  The construction techniques may 
employ a “common-sense” approach that was adequate to accomplish the task, there was 
no professional supervision or oversight inspections to ensure construction met building 
codes and standards.  To add to the “ad hoc” nature of the construction, family interviews 
reveal that most of the building materials were obtained second-hand from auctions or 
surplus lots.  This poses a problem for “dating” architectural elements like windows, or 
interior treatments because they may have been installed later than their manufacture 
date.   
 
Finally, the means of construction are a point of serious consideration from both a 
reprogramming/use perspective as well as historic preservation.  From the point of 
reprogramming the space for public use, the existing construction calls into question 
multiple issues of building codes and safety.  A thorough rehabilitation, even of the 
original structure, may be cost prohibitive if current codes and professional construction 
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techniques are enforced.  As for the historic preservation issues, there are serious material 
issues at stake (example the roof) that question the balance of preservation versus 
rehabilitation.  To preserve as much of the original fabric of the structures is incongruent 
with the necessities of rehabilitation and in this case, replacement of non-code items 
outweighs preservation guidelines.  The existing conditions will highlight problematic 
areas. 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
 
Exterior Conditions 
The Skousen House has several issues concerning existing exterior conditions which 
should be addressed promptly.  The main house is exposed to damage and decay which 
could be abated with attention to the roof, exterior openings, and water conduction 
system.  The building experiences some water damage because the roof has multiple 
leaks from loose or missing metal panels as well as poor transitions between the 
additions.  Some exterior windows and doors are broken and have not been properly 
boarded.  There is no water conduction system beyond the slopes of the roof (e.g. no 
gutters or downspouts, and a lack of landscape attention) to adequately recover, direct or 
move water away from the structure, especially in heavy and prolonged rains.  Although 
a systematic discussion of existing conditions will follow from the roof down to the 
foundation, these items should be attended to as quickly as possible.  Recommendations 
for how to deal with these conditions will follow in a later section of this report. 
 
Exterior Roof Elements 
The Skousen House has corrugated tin roofing over a variety of framing forms.  
Generally a 6/12 gable on the older parts of the house, the newer sections are a 4/12 gable 
with 2 X 6 trusses.  While the original roofing materials are unknown, it is known that tin 
is the original material on the additions.  Acquired at auction, the roof has always leaked 
because of the differences in fastener holes from its original use to its present installation.  
Flashing at the transitions between each addition as well as around the abandoned stove 
chimney is haphazard.  The current condition of the roof does show degradation and there 
is some evidence that the seams are showing wear.  While adequate when properly 
installed, the current condition requires a thorough inspection by a certified roofing 
contractor.   
 

  
Roof and flashing - south facade Roof – east façade 
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Interior roof framing Exterior eaves 

Attic Roof Structure 
The roof structure itself appears to be in good condition, but a thorough inspection is 
nonetheless advisable.  From the interior spaces, water stains are evident on some of the 
ceiling plaster which would suggest that a complete inspection of the roof is advisable.  
Generally, the attic space appears to be in good condition.  Areas indicating water 
leakage had not rotted, nor grown mold or mildew.  The major problem for the roof 
structure is the engineering of the roof trusses.  While serviceable for the existing tin 
roof, are they adequate for a replacement roof?  Further inspection of the ridge beam and 
connections at the top of the wall must be conducted by a roof specialist or structural 
engineer where the appropriate calculations can be made. 
 
Exterior Walls 
The exterior of the original house is clad with board and batten siding on the eastern and 
southern exposures.  Protected by a large shade tree, the front façade is in relatively good 
shape.  On the south façade, the condition is much worst.  Weathered from years of 
neglect, the southern exposure shows bleached wood siding, peeling paint, and 
modifications to window openings where the carpentry is nearing its life-expectancy, 
given the lack of maintenance.  Moreover, the grade threatens the lower cut-ends of the 
vertical mounted siding.  There is damage due to water wicking up from the bottom.  
Interestingly, the north façade of the original house is protected by the addition that 
extends north.  The original north exterior wall (and window) has been encapsulated as 
an interior wall.   
 
The exterior walls of all of the additions and modifications were constructed with 
concrete block masonry.  On the west side of the original house and the first extension to 
the north appear to be first major expansions.  A more formally executed Ranch-style 
addition extends the house further to the north also constructed of concrete block.  
Unfortunately, two different sizes of CMU blocks were used (5 X 15 and 8-1/2 X 15) 
forming an awkward joint between two different additions and causing bump on the 
ridgeline of the roof.  All of these sections are painted, but the coating is chalky to the 
touch indicating that it has reached the end of its functional life.   
 
The inherent problems of blending a wood frame structure to a concrete masonry, where 
both wall materials and foundations are different have produced a number of interior and 
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exterior cracks that may lead to significant problems in the future.  For example, there is 
evidence of foundation movement in the 1943 addition as evidenced by cracks on the 
west façade around the door, window, and corner near the bathroom.  Additionally, the 
CMU walls may not have interior reinforcement bars to help maintain the walls plumb.  
Further inspection building structure and foundation should confirm the building’s 
soundness or bring the full extent of problems to light.   
 
 

  
Wood to CMU wall connection 1943 to 1953 CMU connection 

  
West façade CMU crack West façade transition between additions 

 
Windows and Doors 
The windows are generally in fair to poor condition.  There are both wood and metal 
windows found on the house.  On the wood windows where the glazing is intact, the 
frames, muntins, and putty show signs of extreme wear and deterioration.  Replacement 
may be the only option for most of these units.  The steel casement windows generally 
fair much better.  Re-glazing with the original glass panes is fully possible.  Note that the 
operation of the windows was not tested because they units have been secured via board-
up.  On the east façade there are four windows, 2 wood frame casement windows with 
wood mullions, and divided lights (6 lights and paired 6 lights) and 2 steel casement 
windows (4 / 12/ 4 and 4 / 8 / 4).  On the north façade, there are 2 steel casement 
windows (both 4 / 8/ 4).  On the West façade, there are 3 steel casement windows (two 4 / 
8/ 4, one 4 / 12 / 4), 1 steel fixed (3 / 3), and 2 bathroom windows (1 / 1) double hung.  
On the south façade, there is 1 steel casement window (4 / 8 / 4) 1 wood casement 
window (6 light), 1 aluminum slider, and one opening that has been filled in. 
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The exterior doors and frames also show signs of wear and deterioration.  The original 
front door is made of wood with a 6 light, horizontal window in the upper panel.  It is no 
longer operable.  The current front door is wood with 8 recessed, carved panels and 
appears to be in good condition.  The other two (one on the north façade, one on the west 
façade) show signs of deterioration and are currently boarded with a fixed plywood panel. 
 
 

  
Wood window east façade Original front door 

  
Windows along south facade West facade 
 
 
Modifications 
While the original structure may have been built between 1919 and 1921, there have been 
a variety of additions and modifications that have altered both the exterior and interior 
spaces of the house.  In some cases, later additions obliterated original features or earlier 
modifications.  The house was expanded 3 times. In 1943, the first addition expanded the 
house westward, adding one bedroom and an indoor bathroom.  In 1953, the house was 
expanded again, to the north, adding another bedroom and larger living room.  Other 
modifications were made to the original structure that reoriented the main entry from the 
east façade to the north side.  In 1957, the last addition was made that further extended 
the house northward, adding a kitchen, dining room, and living room, and carport.  
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Additional modifications occurred to the older spaces including adding a second 
bathroom and the front door was again re-oriented to the east façade.75 
 
 
Interior Conditions 
The interior of the house comprises of approximately 1600 square feet that includes with 
four bedrooms, two baths, two family rooms, living room, and eat-in kitchen, and dining 
room.  The interior features show both the original characteristics of the house and 
changes that were made over its life-span.  The interior walls and ceiling are painted 
plaster and painted wood.   
 
The general interior conditions are poor.  In general, the house is abandoned and shows 
signs of neglect.  Walls, ceilings, and interior finish work evidence damage and decay.  
There is visible water damage on the ceilings and around windows from roof leaks and 
cracks around window frames.  In one area the ceiling drywall has fallen, dumping attic 
insulation into the family room.  The carpeting is dirty and brittle.   
 
The basic floor plan below reflects the general configuration of the house interior spaces 
and identifies the phases of construction as follows: 
 
Green: Original house constructed in 1919-1921 
Blue: 1943 addition 
Yellow: 1953 addition 
Purple: 1957 addition 
 

AB
C

D

E

F
G

H I

J

K

L

Skousen House floor plan 
A Living Room G Master Bathroom 
B Family Room H Bathroom 
C Original Front Room I Bedroom 
D Original Bedroom J Original Dining Room 
E Original Kitchen K Kitchen 
F Master Bedroom L Carport 

                                                 
75 See earlier footnote. 
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Living Room (A) Family Room (B) 

 
Original Front Room (C) 

  
Original Front Room (C) 

Built-in shelving 
Original Front Room (C)  

Board and batten wall finishes 
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Original Bedroom (D) 

Water damage over window 
Original Bedroom (D) 

Broken window 

  
Original Kitchen (E) 

(later pantry) 
Original Kitchen (E) 

(later pantry) 
 
 

 
Rear Bedroom (F) 

1st addition 
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Bedroom (I) 
2nd addition 

Bedroom (I) 
2nd addition 

 

  
Bathroom (H) Bathroom (G) 

 

 
Original Dining Room / Hall (J) 
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Kitchen (K) Kitchen (K) 

 
Mechanical Systems 
 
Because electricity, water and gas are not currently hooked up to the house, accurate 
information on the condition of the mechanical systems cannot be obtained.  Original 
electrical panels have been removed leaving only the boxes.  Wiring is distributed from 
panels on the west façade.  Exterior conduit feeds the 1953 and 1957 additions, with the 
remaining areas are serviced through the attic.  A wiring inspection found a combination 
of cloth and romex wiring installed throughout the house.  As for mechanical systems, 
there were not HVAC (air conditioning, evaporative cooler, or heat pump) units on the 
house.  No evidence of duct work or vents and returns inside the house supports the 
conclusion that these systems were never present.  Ceiling fans were installed in the 
interior spaces.  Because of the code compliance issues with the bathrooms, a plumbing 
inspection was not conducted.  In any adaptive re-use scenario, the bathroom plumbing 
would have to be replaced.   
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DEMOLITION 

 
While the City of Chandler is considering various options for the property including 
reprogramming and adaptive re-use of the Skousen House, we strongly recommend that 
the City also consider the option for demolition.  There are two approaches for planning 
demolition.  There is limited demolition that would create a restoration project to take the 
house back to its original construction configuration.  Without adequate documentation 
this is highly problematic, and may not successfully achieve the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.  Moreover, this course diminishes the structure as 
an expression of its historic context and jeopardizes any National Register eligibility. 
 
However, under a full demolition plan, documentation of the existing structure through 
photographs and drawings, conducted to the standards of the Historic American Building 
Survey (HABS) is considered both a reasonable and acceptable form of preservation.   
 
Demolition is suggested as a viable recommendation because of the lack of compelling 
historic significance for the property and a lack of compelling architectural evidence as 
an exemplary form of vernacular architecture (see earlier discussion under General 
Description).  Moreover, the ad hoc nature of construction poses serious problems for any 
recommended treatment beyond demolition.  Bringing the building up to standards for 
public use may be cost prohibitive and further degrade the integrity issues of this 
building. 
 

STABILIZATION / REHABILITATION 
 
If rehabilitation of the property is pursued, a recommended action plan should follow a 
course of stabilization and rehabilitation.  Stabilization work is necessary to prevent 
further degradation and provide a platform for preservation and rehabilitation.  The work 
of rehabilitation project would return the building to serviceable use. 
 
Stabalization Requirements 
Stabilization for the Skousen House should be considered in three major areas: roof, 
landscaping, and windows/doors. 
 
Recommendations 
Roof 
While the tin roof indicates the vernacular aspects of the potentially historic structure, it 
is an impractical roofing material in the modern era.  It is recommended that the entire 
roof be replaced with more conventional three-tab shingle roofing that reflects the color 
of the existing roof.  Further ‘re-creation of the look’ of a corrugated tin roof should be 
restrained.  The long-term preservation of the structure outweighs the aesthetics that may 
be derived from a “faux” look or an attempt to recreate the original material.  Moreover, 
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the structural roof members and substrate should be inspected and brought up to 
compliance with current code and/or professional standards.  The roof ventilation should 
also be inspected and repaired as necessary.  At minimum a mechanical vent such as an 
attic fan should be installed to ensure moisture is not lingering in the insulation.  All 
projections should be inspected to ensure that the flashing is intact and that they are 
screened from animal entry.  While no major habitation of birds has occurred yet, the 
roof and gable vents should be “buttoned up” to prevent nesting.   
 
Landscape  
Immediate threats to the building and grounds should be dealt with as quickly as possible.  
The surrounding landscape is primarily dirt with poor drainage or top soil stability.  A 
landscape plan should be developed that includes preparing a “yard-like” rural landscape 
that reflects the building’s original surroundings.  Additionally, installation of grass, 
planting beds, and trees will provide some level of protection against settling, standing 
water after heavy rains, and blowing dust.  Since there are no gutters or downspouts, rain 
water run-off is not conducted away from the building in an efficient manner.  Therefore, 
landscaping is imperative to moving water threats away from the building.  Planting areas 
with porous beds will help drain water away the building structure.  While permanent 
landscaping should not be installed until all other rehabilitation work is complete, site 
grading and gravel placed around the house should be completed as part of the 
stabilization effort.  Additionally, all entry-way stoops and sills should be inspected for 
safety, weather conveyance, and ADA access.   
 
Windows and Doors 
The house should be carefully inspected by a structural engineer for soundness.  Shifting 
and settling in a wood frame structure can be a matter of great concern, and a building of 
this advanced age should be inspected and reinforced, if necessary.  Structural cracking 
and warping of the wood floors in the original suggest that there are serious problems in 
the foundation in the portions of the building not constructed on concrete slab.  Further 
investigation is warranted. 
 
Broken doors and windows need to be properly boarded or repaired.  This will ensure 
both weather and other intruders will not invade the interior spaces.   
 

REHABILITATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
General Recommendations 
The potential use of the Skousen House as a limited use museum space, event facility and 
storage for the parks department affords the City of Chandler a variety of options that 
would be considered restoration and rehabilitation.  Of primary concern is programming 
the space for historical interpretation (artifacts, re-enactors, displays).  For this purpose, 
original spaces used in this endeavor, and material finishes within them should take a 
path of restoration/preservation.  Other spaces with the exception of the kitchen area may 
be abandoned “as is” or modified to meet then needs of the municipality.  Additional 
effort should be made to preserve the kitchen “as is” or restored because of it is a nearly 
pristine example of post-World War II design/finishes. 
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The extensiveness of rehabilitation necessary to return this house to productive use of any 
kind will require the use of both a registered architect and structural engineer.  These 
professionals can adequately address use planning, code concerns, and the complex 
design / specifications required for such an undertaking.  Their costs are added to the 
estimate.  Below are areas of concern for preservation / rehabilitation. 
 
Exterior 
The house should be power-washed, scraped where applicable, and repainted.  Sanding 
metal areas (window frames) may be necessary to achieve good paint adherence.  On 
masonry and wood, paint that does not scrape off with reasonable effort should be left 
and painted over.  Do not use high heat or flame to burn paint off of the building.  The 
risk of fire is much too great.  Paint colors should be selected from a palette drawn from 
historical evidence on the building.   
 
Windows should be repaired where possible or replaced when necessary.  All windows 
need to be stripped, primed, painted and re-glazed.   
 
Interior  
Remodel the two small bathrooms into one single modern lavatory acceptable for public 
use.  Code regulations will require bathroom modernization even if for staff use only.  
Reintroduce plumbing systems to make the lavatory functional and code compliant.  For 
purpose of occupancy and public use, the bathroom should be fitted with modern fixtures 
that are in keeping with the style of the house.  These fixtures should be compliant with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act and compliant with current city codes.  The bathtub 
and shower stalls should be removed, and the doorway reconfigured to facilitate access 
from the original front room to meet code requirements. 
 
Repair/replace electrical service and interior wiring to code compliance.  The electrical 
wiring system should be brought up to code, especially if the building is to be open for 
public use in the future.  Rewiring will eliminate the need for obtrusive and often 
dangerous exposed wiring and square conduit.  During the rewiring process, the light 
fixtures should be removed and water damage to the adjacent ceiling repaired. 
 
The two kitchen spaces should be rehabilitated in the style of their original construction.  
On the original structure, the kitchen (now pantry) should be remodeled to preserve 
cabinetry and locate an original non-working stove (or similar).  The more modern 1957 
addition kitchen should be remodeled to make it both functional and reflective of its time 
period.  This kitchen should be foremost functional and code compliant.  For example, a 
small dishwasher may be necessary to ensure dishware and serving utensils used by staff 
or the public are washed at temperatures that meet health and safety codes. 
 
Restore wood floors where they exist.  The original wood floors will be more durable to 
the new uses and require less maintenance over time. 
 
Restore walls and ceilings to the appropriate finishes for their era of construction.  
Include repainting for all interior spaces. 
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An inspection by a qualified plumber is also recommended.  New plumbing will be 
required in the bathrooms. 
 
Install HVAC system for climate controlled storage and comfort for users.  A full system 
would require a 4 ton unit and new ductwork. 
 

CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES 
 
In general, the character defining features of the vernacular style beyond the basics of 
form, mass, and scale are difficult to identify because the nature of the style is austere and 
plain.  Lacking decorative details, and often executed with materials at hand, the Skousen 
House is particularly devoid of architectural elements that set it apart within the style 
category.  As such, the three character-defining features of the Skousen House are the 
materials of construction, scale and massing, and workmanship.  These elements 
articulate the vernacular style or reflect the ad hoc nature of construction that coincides 
with K. K. Skousen.  Again, this poses a significant problem for preservation.  The same 
character defining materials of construction, scale and massing, and signature indications 
of the workmanship are the very obstacles that must be over come when rehabilitating the 
property for public use.  For example, how do your preserve the vernacular style roof 
when both the roof material and its underlying structure may need to be completely 
replaced?  In another example, how do you preserve the scale and massing of the 
property (including the additions which significantly contribute and define this 
characteristic) through a rehabilitation plan that calls for restoration of the property back 
to its pre-altered configuration?   
 
On the exterior, the character-defining features are: 

 The form/plan of the house including the gabled roofs, rectangular plan, and 
scale/massing of the structure through each of the additions. 

 The materials of construction including the board and batten siding, corrugated tin 
roof, windows, and concrete masonry block walls.   

On the interior, the character-defining features are: 
 The floor plan of the house (with all of its changes).   
 Interior wood finishes in the original portion of the house.   
 Kitchen cabinetry in both old and new kitchens.   
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COST ESTIMATE 

(based on maintaining all building sections) 
 
STABILIZATION  
 Engineering Assessment $9,500  
 Landscape  $38,000 (includes barn demolition) 
 Roof $14,500  
 Windows & Doors $17,500 (Repair/Replace) 
  $79,500 Subtotal 
   
REHABILITATION  
Architectural Services $27,000  
Exterior  
 Demolition $31,000  
 Structural repairs $132,000  
 Siding $7,000  
 Paint $14,000  
Interior  
 Lavatory / Plumbing $22,000  
 Electrical Service / Wiring $78,000  
 Kitchen $4,000  
 Floors $12,500  
 Ceilings / Walls  $12,000  
 Trim & finishing $19,500  
 Paint $8,000  
 HVAC $36,000  
  $403,000 Subtotal 
  
 $482,500 Total Estimate* 
* Estimate based on market construction costs of approximately $300 square foot. 
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The National Register of Historic Places is the official list of the Nation's historic places 
worthy of preservation.  Authorized under the National Historic Preservation Act of 
1966, it is part of a national program to coordinate and support public and private efforts 
to identify, evaluate, and protect our historic and archeological resources.  The National 
Register is administered by the National Park Service under the Secretary of the Interior 
and through State Historic Preservation Offices (SHPO).  Properties listed in the National 
Register include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are significant in 
American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture.  
 
Listing properties in the National Register often changes the way communities perceive 
their historic places and strengthens the credibility of efforts by private citizens and 
public officials to preserve these resources as living parts of our communities.  Listing 
honors a property by recognizing its importance to its community, state, or the Nation.  
The National Register, which recognizes the values of properties as diverse as a dugout 
shelter of an Oklahoma pioneer settler, the Breakers Mansion in Newport, and a 12,000-
year-old prehistoric site, has helped many to appreciate the richness and variety of the 
Nation's heritage.   
 
What is the process for listing a property? 
Local historical commissions, design review committees, or special zoning ordinances 
are established by State legislation or local ordinances, and are not part of the National 
Park Service's National Register program.  Historic places are nominated to the National 
Register by the State Historic Preservation officer (SHPO)  Anyone can prepare a 
nomination to the National Register; generally nomination forms are documented by 
property owners, local governments, citizens or the SHPO staff.  Nominations by States 
are submitted to Historic Sites Review Committee (HSRC), composed of professionals in 
the fields of American history, architectural history, architecture, prehistoric and historic 
archeology, and other related disciplines.  The review board makes a recommendation to 
the SHPO to approve the nomination if it meets the National Register criteria.  The SHPO 
forwards nominations to the Keeper of the Register in Washington DC for final listing.  
 
What are the Criteria for Listing? 
The National Register's standards for evaluating the significance of properties were 
developed to recognize the accomplishments of all peoples who have made a significant 
contribution to our country's history and heritage.  The criteria are designed to guide State 
and local governments, Federal agencies, and others in evaluating potential entries in the 
National Register.  
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Criteria for Evaluation 
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, 
and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess 
integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, 
and:  

A.   That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history; or  
B.   That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or  
C.   That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 
may lack individual distinction; or  
D.   That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory 
or history.  
 

Criteria Considerations 
Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, graves of historical figures, properties owned by 
religious institutions or used for religious purposes, structures that have been moved from 
their original locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties primarily 
commemorative in nature, and properties that have achieved significance within the past 
50 years shall not be considered eligible for the National Register.  However, some 
properties still qualify even though the building or structure has been removed from its 
original location; but, are primarily significant for architectural value, or are the surviving 
structure most importantly associated with a historic person or event. 
 
How old does a property have to be? 
Generally, properties eligible for listing in the National Register are at least 50 years old.  
 
How long does the nomination process take? 
The process varies from depending on workload, planning, and registration priorities of 
the (SHPO), and the schedule of the Historic Sites Review Committee (HSRC).  The 
process takes a minimum of 90 days to fulfill all of the review and notification 
requirements provided that a complete and fully documented nomination form has been 
completed for the property.  Generally it takes about 18 months to navigate the SHPO 
and HSRC schedule.  Upon submission to the National Park Service, a decision on 
whether to list the property is made within 45 days.  
 
Is the Skousen House eligible for listing? 
The Skousen House is not eligible for listing on the National Register.  When the 
property is evaluated under criteria A, B, or C, the significance of the house is not 
remarkable.  Under criteria A, the Skousen family is easily recognized as long-time 
members of Chandler’s agricultural community.  Their family history includes themes of 
farm life, religious associations, and participation in the growth and development of their 
civic and religious communities.  The Skousens and this house witnessed the 
development and growth of Chandler from its rural agricultural foundation through major 
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residential subdivision development in the present day.  Unfortunately, their contribution 
to the events that are significant in that broad pattern of Chandler’s history is not 
remarkable or compelling.  Nor are the Skousens, K. K. and Elizabeth Skousen in 
particular, significant persons in the history of Chandler, the region, state or otherwise.  
While their lives and those of their family are not to be diminished, they are not unique.  
Their history offers a glimpse into rural life and the Mormon community in Chandler, but 
it is not significant simply because it exists.  Under Criteria A and B, an evaluation looks 
for uniqueness, or the exemplary.  Within this context, there are no “firsts,” no “only 
ones” associated with the Skousens and this location.  They are not prominent leaders, 
agents of change, or persons who contributed to the patterns of history in Chandler 
beyond the level of participant.  Under criteria C, the house structure itself does not 
embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.  While 
the house does convey the ad hoc nature of vernacular construction through its materials 
and workmanship, it is not the work of a master; nor does it possess high artistic values.   
 
In the end, two questions must to be answered.  First, what would be the loss to the 
collection of rural architecture in the area if this house were not preserved?  While it 
would represent a loss from the remaining rural farm houses in Chandler, upon closer 
examination, the resource is not an outstanding example of this type of architecture.  Its 
loss would not significantly diminish the collection of available resources.  Secondly, 
would the loss of the building hinder preservation of the contextual family, agricultural, 
or community history?  Although its loss would not provide a place for interpretive 
activities related to these contexts, demolition of this property would not significantly 
hinder other methods of preservation including the ongoing collection and documentation 
of the Skousens conducted by family members, further oral histories, and research 
projects that continue to provide information to the Chandler Office of Public History and 
the Chandler Museum. 
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